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What is evergreen content?

Evergreen content is …

» SEO, traffic, and lead-generation gold

» The holy grail of content marketing

“Evergreen Content Is the Secret to More Traffic. Here's the 
One Reason Most Evergreen Content Fails” (Entrepreneur)



What is evergreen content?

Evergreen content is …

» An in-depth examination of a problem, solution, 
trend, or topic that helps your target audience 
find practical and timeless information that 
they already want

“20 Types of Evergreen Content that Produce Lasting Results 
for Your Business” (Copyblogger)





What is evergreen content?

The problem is …

» Evergreen content is hard, time-consuming work

» Worse, most of it fails



What is evergreen content?

BuzzSumo analyzed 1,007,317 articles across 600k 
domains and found:

» 50% received 8 shares or less

» 75% received 39 shares or less

» 75% received zero referring domain links

“50% of Content Gets 8 Shares Or Less: Why Content Fails And 
How To Fix It” (BuzzSumo)



The solution …

What makes genuine evergreen content succeed, 
and what makes the pretenders FAIL



1. You don’t have a strategy

(1) Your goal

(2) Your metrics



1. You don’t have a strategy

(1) Your goal

» Can’t just be shares and traffic

» Connected to what you sell

» Reverse engineer your goal from your most 
profitable and lowest barrier CTA



1. You don’t have a strategy

(1) Your goal

(2) Your metrics

» Is it accomplishing your goal? Conversion rate

» Is it discoverable? Traffic and shares

» Is it engaging? Time-on-page, scroll-depth, and 
comments



2. You don’t have an editorial plan

… that lends itself naturally to creating long-lasting 
evergreen content in the most insanely easy and 
productive way possible with minimal effort and 
maximum payoff



2. You don’t have an editorial plan

Cadence

36 quarterly posts = 12 monthly posts = 3 posts a week

Monday: case studies (i.e., narrative posts)

Wednesday: trends or “hot takes” posts

Friday: keywords posts
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Cadence

36 quarterly posts = 12 monthly posts = 3 posts a week

Monday: case studies (i.e., narrative posts)

Wednesday: trends or “hot takes” posts

Friday: keywords posts << 1 evergreen post a quarter



2. You don’t have an editorial plan

Make it easy!

(1) Roll them up: here to there (CTA)
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2. You don’t have an editorial plan

Make it easy!

(1) Roll them up: here to there (CTA)

(2) Roll them down: big to small (CTA)

Contextual CTA that leverages existing content



3. You don’t save your audience

If there’s one reason evergreen content never takes 
root, it’s this …

Long does NOT equal evergreen



3. You don’t save your audience

The real equation is …

Discoverable (Keywords) 

+ (Massively) Helpful, Easy, and Valuable 

+ Contextual CTA

Evergreen



3. You don’t save your audience

Every piece of content you create has to do two 
things: 

(1) rescue its audience from hell

(2) deliver them unto heaven

Great content is about salvation … not sales.







3. You don’t save your audience

Bigger isn’t better

Ask yourself: 

(1) What hell is my target audience suffering from?

(2) What heaven are they longing for?

























Discoverable (Keywords) 

+ (Massively) Helpful, Easy, and Valuable 

+ Contextual CTA

Evergreen

The evergreen formula …



4. You don’t create as a team

Evergreen content is NOT a single-player sport
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3. Share an initial post on social

4. Roll the people you know into the people you don’t

5. Hunt on LinkedIn using ContactOut

6. Email everybody one-on-one (ratcheting up the social proof)
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5. You don’t have a promotion plan

(1) Make it easy







5. You don’t have a promotion plan

(1) Make it easy

(2) Make it personal













5. You don’t have a promotion plan

(1) Make it easy

(2) Make it personal

(3) Make it linkable

» Original data

» Original quotes

» Original images (diagrams and charts)





5 Reasons Evergreen Content Fails

1. You don’t have a strategy

2. You don’t have an editorial plan

3. You don’t save your audience

4. You don’t create as a team

5. You don’t have a promotion plan


